


COVNA® 
- VALVE -

Electric 3 Wa斗出国血h Pressure Ball Valve 

Introduction 

Ultrahigh pressure ball is adopt ball core rotate 90 degrees to open or close the valve, the brick, high pressure forging 
with German import seal assembly, provided by initial seal, stainless steel butterfly spring cushion packing seal surface 
enhanced with medium pressure rise, self sealing performance is strong, super high pressure ball valve can be used in 
the ultra high pressure liquid, ultrahigh pressure gas or the mixture of main application industry has ultrahigh pressure @ 
testing machine, pneumatic pumps, hydraulic pump, deep-sea detectors. 

Electric Actuator 

Technical Parameters 
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Feedback: the Active Contact Signal, Passive Contact Signal, Resistance, 4-20mA 

Input& Output Signal: DC 4-20mA, DC 0-10V, DC 1-5V 

The Field, Remote Control Switch Regulation and MODBUS, PROFIBUS Field Bus 

AC110-240V 380V 50/60Hz; DC12V, DC24V, Special Voltage Can be Customized 

lp65; Explosion ProofConstruption Are Acailable: EXd II BT4 

DN15-DN50 

SS304, SS316, SS316L 

Thread 

PN1.6-PN6.3MPa 

Floating ball core 

Qutine Size drawing 

Va|vecomponents | 

匮盟
PTFE: -30 °C-180 °C 

PPL: -30 °C - 250 °C 

SS304, SS316, SS316L 

SS304, 

Water, Liquids, Gas, Oil, 
Powder, Steam, Acid-base 
Corrosive Medium. 

UNIT: mm 
I DN10I DN15I DN20I DN25I DN32I DN40I DN50| 
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Installation Instruction 
1. Verify that the valve breakaway torque is less than the rated output torque of the actuator.
2. Any mechanical stops that would interfere with the operation of the actuator must be removed

before installation of the actuator, i.e. lever, travel stops, etc.
3. The actuator output coupling must be centered with the valve stem to prevent side loading, which

causes premature stem packing wear.
4. To use the manual override feature (identified on cover label), the override shaft must be pressed

down firmly at least 1 /4" in order to disengage the motor from the gears. The manual override is
not designed to overcome torque in excess of the rated torque of the actuator. Serious damage to
the gear system may result from excessive turning force on the manual override.

5. This Series actuator may be mounted in any position, i.e. horizontal, upside down. If the conduit
entrance points upward, conduit piping must be oriented as to prevent condensation from entering
the actuator from the conduit pipe.
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